Lesson 2
Carbohydrates………………..as fats[pg.no.-12,13]
Lesson-3
[3.6]Jute…………………..ropes etc[pg.no.-27]
For learn and write
Lesson-1
[b] Fill in the blanks[pg no-9]
Lesson-2
[f] long answer type question[p no-21]
Lesson 3
[E] short answer type questions[P no-30]
[A] Oral Question [P no-29]
Assignment= Make a diagram of types of foods on chart
Sub G.K
Lesson-1 The art of public speaking( p no-6.1)(1 question)
Lesson-2 Health and nutrition(P no-6.2)(1 question)
Lesson -3 Great Faith(write Fill ups(page no 6.3)
Lesson-6 Reptiles (write Fill up)( page no 6.6)
Lesson-7 Amazing Birds(Write Fill ups)(p.no.-6.7)
READING AND LEARN=lesson-1,2,4,5
SUB.-DRAWING
Activity: lots of dots use cotton tip swabs dipped in water
paint and fill the fish with lots of dots.use fresh cotton tip
swabs for each color.
2 Poster making-any slogan for cleaness
3 Draw any 3 fruits,vegetables,flowers and fill the colors
Subject –S.st
1 Make a model of “Solar System” by using thermocol
sheets,sticks and water color.
2 Assignment:=Early Man’s Development.
Dictation Lesson-1
Knowledge……………………mistakes(p.no-7)
Literacy sources…………….indika(p.no-9)
Lesson 2Historians…………Stone Age(p.no-14)
Rock Paintings………………….humans(p no.-17)
Lesson-3Geo=Our earth…………………….reference(p no115)
For Learn and Write=L-1 History.
Fill in the blanks(p.no-17)
Short question(p.no-12)
L-2 History
Tick ( ) the correct(p.no -18)
Long question (1,2,3 pg no 19)
L-1 Geography
True/False (pg no-111)
Short que (3,4 pg no-111)
L-2 Geo=Match the following(pg no-121)

B.P.R.Public School
Himmatpura Polar
Summer Assignment
Class 6th
Subject –English
English Reader:- Write and Learn Ques-ans from the
following lessons
L-1 = Q 4,7,8,12,16 and character Sketch of Mini and the
Cabuliwallah
L-2= Q 3,6,10,11,12 ,
L-3=Q2,5,6,8,12,13
Read and dictate staza and write mistake 10 times
1 P-8=The Cabuliwallah……………his only child.
2 P-14=Della stepped in………..strap on his watch
3 P-24=I can’t tell………………….she hated most.
Read the following stanzas
P-30=Down the street………………slippery street.
P-25=Tears came……..………neatly squeezed.
Write 10 page of writing from following page number
P-36,53,66,87,94,99,105,116,123,129
Gram=L+w definition of noun,sentence,subject,Predicate
Assignment:-Collect different-2 picture of noun and paste
them on chart(R no-1 to 6)
2 make a chart on subject and predicate (R no 7 to 11)
Subject –Computer
Read and Write dictation:Lesson -1=A computer…………….….working
principle[p.no.-6]
Lesson 2
High Level ………………….and execute[p.no-19]
Learn and Write
(A) 1,2 ques-ans [p.no-11] and 3rd ques-ans [p.no-12]
(B) Fill in the blanks [p.no-13]
Lesson-2 =3,4,5 ques-ans [p no.-23]
(a) Write true –false[p.no-24]
Assignment=Make Diagram types of computer on the basis of
size[p no-13]
Subject –Math
Chapter -1
Page no -28 (chapter check up(sum no.-1,4,5,13,15))
Chapter-2
Ex-2.1 (page no-32)(sum no-1,8)
Ex-2.2 (page no-36)(sum no-8,9)
(Page no-38)(chapter check up sum no 3,5)
Chapter-3
Ex-3.1 (page no-45)(sum no-1)
Ex-3.2 (page no-48)(sum no-2)
Ex-3.3 (page no-51)(sum no-7)
Chart= Factorisation (page no-32)
Assignment page no-33(Divisiblity Test)

Subject –Science
Read and Write dictation:Lesson -1: Grouping of animals on the basis of their food
habits
Living organisms……..makes a j web[pg. no.-7,8]
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